
Flipbook Software from Mobissue Makes Mobile
Publishing Never Easier
For the mobile publishing, Mobissue
makes it simple with a digital cloud
platform which is mobile friendly.

HONGKONG, CHINA, December 30,
2016 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Creating
content and digitally publishing it over
mobile devices and tablets can be
expected to take a whole new turn as
Mobissue, the leading digital content
publishing platform provider, has
presented its page flip software with
numerous amazing features. Features
like personal portfolio creation, its
advertising system and many more are
expected to make digital content creation
and publication much easier for all
mobile device users.

Reportedly, the page flip software from
Mobissue comes with certain features
which seemed like an ardent need for all
the users, especially for usage over
mobile devices and tablets. The software
provides the option for users to create
their personal portfolio homepage and
share the content with a personal touch.
Users can design their portfolio
homepage using the custom banners
and can add their profile picture for a
professional look.

Additionally, adding one more unique
feature to the list, Mobissue, the
professional magazine maker allows
users to create and publish their
collection of creations in the form of a
newsstand. This has been made possible
by the cloud storage on which the whole
software works. This newsstand can then
be easily shared over mobile devices and
can showcase the complete collection in
one go.

http://www.einpresswire.com
http://mobissue.com/
http://mobissue.com//


The company representatives also stated that their software comes with its own advertisement
system allowing users to create and present ads for their issues in a separate pop-up window. These
ads are easily editable as per user’s choice without having to re-create them all over again. Further, it
also allows users to manage all their contacts or subscribers from a single interface thereby making
subscriber management much simpler for all. 

Company CEO, Winston Zhang, was confident about the ease and improvements this software can
provide for all its users to create and publish content, especially for mobile devices as he stated, “The
Mobissue page flip software has been created with keeping our end users and their comfort in mind.
This software is a game changer in digital content publication and will be a boon for all users.” 

For more details about Mobissue or want to download to create page flip book for mobile marketing ,
please click here.
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